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Abstract 
Visual search data are given a unified quantitative explanation by a rnodel of how spatial 
maps in the parietal cortex and object recognition categories in the infcrotempora.l cortex 
deploy attentiona.l re;,ources as they reciprocally interact with visual representations in the 
prcstriate cortex. Tire rrrodcl visual representations arc organi~ed into rnultiple boundary and 
surface representations. Vi;,ual ;,carch in the rrrodel is initiated by organi~ing rnultiple items 
that lie within a given boundary or surface representation into a candidate search grouping. 
These items arc cornpared with object recognition categori()S to test for matches or rnis-
matches. Misnntches can trigger deeper searches and recursive selection of new groupings 
until a target object io identified. Thi;, search model is algorithmically specified to quan-
titatively simulate search data using a single set of parameters, as well as to qualitatively 
explain a still larger data base, including data of Aks and Enns (1992), Bravo and Blake 
(1990), Chella.zzi, Miller, Duncan, and Desirnonc (199:3), Egcth, Vir~i, and Garbart (1984), 
Cohen and Ivry (1991), Enno and Renoink (1990), He and Nakayarna (1992), Hurnphreys, 
Quinlan, and Riddoch ( 1 989), Mordkoff, Yantis, and Egcth (1990), Nakayama and Silverman 
(191-iGl, T'reioman and Geladc (1980), 'l'reisma,n and Sato (1990), Wolfe, Cave, and Fran~el 
(1989 , and Wolfe ancl Friedman-Hill (1992). The model hereby provides an alternative to 
recent variationfi on tbe Featmc Integration and Guided Search rnoclelo, and grounds the 
analysis of visual search in nemal rnoclels of preattentive vioion, attentive object learning 
and categori~ation, and attentive spatial localization and orientation. 
Key Words: visual search, atV~ntion, object rccop;nition, opatial loca.Jization, boundary oeg.· 
rncntation, surface representation, pre0triatc' cortex, infc;rotr1rnporal cortex, parietal cortex. 

1. Introduction: Attentive Spatial and Object Search of 3-D Boundaries and 
Surfaces 
In recent psychophysical experirnents on visual search (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; 
Nakayama and Silvennan, 1986; Pashler, 1987; Wolfe, Cave, and Franzel, 1989), a tar-
geL item is predefined, either verbally or by visual exposure, and an observer is required to 
dderrnine whether it is present in a scene that includes distractor items. Response times for 
scenes with various nurnbers of iterns can then be r:ompa.red to determine whether search is 
accomplished by parallel processing of the entire visual field or serial investigation of each 
itern (Figure 1 ). 'fhe alternatives of parallel processing and serial search among iterns or 
locations are not, however, exhaustive. While discrete target and distractor items can be 
arbitrarily clefinecl in the construction of test scenes, it does not follow that each itern will 
prealtentively give rise to a distinct perceptual object or region for further analysis. Typical 
labomtory genemted items (e.g. colored bars, Xs, and Os) bear little resemblance to the 
scenic objects that draw attention during naturally occurring tasks. Indeed, such items may 
occur as part of textures, in which they Me grouped with other iterns into ernergent per-
ceptual objects (Figure 2), in accord with the suggestion that effortless texture segregation 
and pop-out during visual search reflect the same underlying processes (.Julesz, 1984). Wolfe 
( 1992) has challenged the cla.irn of unified processing by showing that certain juxtapositions 
of features in conjunctive itr~rns can support effortless texture segregation but not rapid vi-
sual :>earch, or conversely rapid search but not texture segregation. 'T'his article develops 
a neurally-based computational rnodel of how context-sensitive emergent units, including 
texturaJ groupings, a.re integrated into the search process. 
. FIGURE I 
Crowing experirncntal evidence supports tlw view that the perceptual units which engage 
visual attention during search am emergent units that a.re the outcome of considerable preat-
tentive visual processing, rather than merely the outputs of early filters (Bravo and Blake, 
1990; Enns and Rensink, 1990; Hurnphreys, Quinlan, and Riddoch, Hl89; He and Nakaya.rna, 
1992). These processes include the formation of :l-D emergent boundary segmentations that 
combine information about ;;ccmic edge;;, texture, shading, and depth, and the filling-in of 
surface representations that cornbirw infonnation about surface brightncso, color, depth, and 
fonn. A neurally based theory of how such ernergent boundary and surface representations 
are formed in striate and extrastriatc: cortex is called FACADE t,lwory because it suggests 
bow representations tha.t cornbine Forrn··And--Color··And··Depth information are generated 
within the visual cortex (Grossberg, J987a, J9R7b, 199:3; Grossbc~rg and Mingolla, 1985, 
191\7; Grossberg, Mingolla, and 'I'odorovi(:, 1989; Grossberg and 'HJdoroviC., 1988). 'I'hc 
prcocnt rnoclcl follows up the observation in Crossbcrg (1987a) that :l-D boundary segrnen-
tation and surface representations arc the inputs to an attentive visual object recognition 
systern with which they reciprocally interact during visual search. The present algorithm 
employs FACADE-like boundary and surface representations as its "front end" and suggests 
how spatial attention mechanisms in the parietal cortex and object recognition categories in 
tlw inferoternporal cortex rnay deploy attentional resources to reciprocally interact with :3-D 
boundary and surface representations in the prestriate visual cortex. These interactions can 
rnodulatn and reorganize perceptual units after they arc prcattentively forrned. We suggest, 
therefore, that rnechanisrns of preattentive boundary segnrentation and surface filling--in, 
including preattcntivc rncchanisms of fip;ure-ground pop-out, help to define the perceptual 
units that a,ttentive spatial and object rec.ognition mechanisms can further rnodulate and 
reorganize during visual search. 
FIGURE 2 
'T'his interaction may b.c rnodelkd as an attentively organized search that rnay he recur-
sively a,pplied to ernergent {';nnrpings Lbat rnay contain multiple iterns. For targets defined 
by a conjunction of color and form (Figure I b), ;,earch could proceed as a two-step recursive 
process (Figure :3). Initially, a rnulti-itern grouping clefinccl by a single target feature, such 
as color, would be sepMated in parallel from the rest of the scene. Next, spatial registration 
of the other target feature within that rnulti-item candidate grouping would guide target 
search. For apprrJpria.te pararneter ranges, this two-;;tep recursive proce;;s would yield fast 
search times that within an "itern=object" para.digrn would be interpreted as evidence for 
simulta.neou;; or parallel processing of feature conjunctions. Our theory thereby seeks to 
explain how seerningly rninor experirnental rnanipulations, ;;uch as variation;; in item ;;pac-
ing, can differentially rnodulate identical underlying proceooes in a rnanner that rnakes those 
proc:eoseo appcm· at tirneo S()rial and at tirnes parallel. 
FIGURE :J 
2. A Review of Psychophysical Studies and Models of Visual Search 
If oearch were to be conducted by retinotopic: sets of speciali~ed object detectors, a dif-
ferent detector for every ecological object in each possible visual position would be required. 
Given the rnany thous;uJCI:> of objects that mw encounters daily, this arrangement would re-
sult in a paraly~ing eornbinatorial explosion (Tsotsos, 1990). Fortunately, ecological objects 
can be distinp;uished on the basir; of variation in a. much smaller set of boundary and surfac(~ 
properties. There i:> now accumulating experimental evidence conceming how such proper-
ties are represented by the visual cortex in interactive, retinotopic: neural maps (DeYoe and 
Van Essen, 1988). Over tlw past sevceral decade;;, much research concerning visual search has 
also been devoted to discovm·ing bow these visuaJ representations interact wit.b the attentive 
processes whereby they are detected and bound into visual objects. 'fhis section review:> and 
evaluates key data and hypotheses about. how this process may occur. 
Parallel Search for Stimulus Features 
Early p:>ycbophysical experirnents using tachi:otoscope displays established that in a field 
of simple items (e.g. oriented lines, curves, Xs, Os, of vMious colors) a "disjunctive" target, 
distinguished frorn distractors by a. single stirmrlus feature (e.g. orientation, color), could 
be detected by pa.rallel processing of the scene (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). That is, 
regardless of tlw number of distra.ctors, a. correct decision on whether the target is present in 
the scene can be rnade in approxirnately Uw same arnount of tirne (Figmc 1 a.). By contrast, 
it was found t;hat a target distinguished only by a conjunction of certain features dermtncls 
an effortful search for which detection tirrrc increases linearly with the number of distractors 
(Figure 1b). With incrcar;(~S in the number of distractors, the av(:rage amount oftinw needed 
t.o recognize the ab:>encc of a target inc:rear;er; at twice Uw ril.tc as the average amount of tirne 
needed to recogni~e the presence of a. target. 'l'his would occm if a serial S(,arch took place, 
because on average the presence of a t;arget is dctcc\,cd after invc:>tigat;ion of about half of 
the itcnrs in the display, whereas cnrtainty of absence requires investigation of all the iterrrs. 
These early results suggested that search could at tirrres be accomplished by parallel 
regi;;tra.tion of elernentary ;;tirnuhrs features. If parallel registration failed to discern the 
target, search could proceed by a :ocrial proc:es;; that links or binds feature conjunctions for 
recognition. Thi:> rule was ern bodied in the original version of a. theory of visual semch called 
Feature Integration Theory (Treisrnan and Geladc, 1980). 'T'his theory predicts serial search 
l'or conjunctive targets and parallel search for disjunctive t.argeto. 
Parallel Conjunctive Search 
The Jl<tradignrs used in early studies involved simple fonn··color itenrr;. Later work showed 
that. targets distinguir;ha.ble by the conjunction of depth (binocular disparity) and color or 
depth and rnotion (N;tkayanra and Silvennan, 1986) a.nd even rnotion and color could be 
ddected at a rate independent of the nmnber of distra.ctorr;. One hypothesis offered by 
Nakayarna and Silverrnan (1986) was that when a particular depth plane can be segregated 
from the rest of a scene it ca.n be quickly searched for the presence of another feature. These 
findings contradict the conclusion that fast :oc:arch ca.n only be conducted for feature;;. 
T'hc results of Wolfe, Cave, a.nd Franzel (1989) directly cha.llengecl the interpretation of 
(early findings coneeming parallel vs. :oerial search. They reported that searches for fonn-
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color conjunctive targets can occur in parallel provided that feature sa.lience is great enough. 
U;;ing CHT cli;;plays, they ;;bowed that while at low color contrasts a reel vertical bar among 
red horizontal;; and green vertical;; cannot be found by parallel proce;;sing, an increase in 
itcrn-item and itcrn-background color contrasts in otherwise identical scene;; can re;;rdt in a 
seemingly para.! lei search. 'T'hey in fact reported a continuurn of flat to steep slopes resulting 
frorn varying :oaliency factors (Wolfe ei a.l., 1989). Thi:o work led to the hypothesis that 
parallel conjunctive ;;earch is a. norrnal capability which i:o hindered by a low :oignal-to-noise 
ratio. · 
Wolfe ct al's ( 1989) hypothesis i:o de;;igned to address "... a curious characteri:otic: of 
previous models which is that the parallel and :oeria.l proccsse:o are autonomous ... :oo that 
if a parallel :oearch cannot pinpoint the location of a target then all iterns rnu:ot be inve:oti-
gated in a ;;erial :oelf-tenninating search." (Wolfe ci al., 1989, p. 427). 'T'hey suggest that if 
feature saliency i:o :otrong enough, parallel proce;;ses can distingui:oh regions of a :ocene worth 
searching and pass that information on to the serial search mechanism. In a. conjunctive 
search, the inter:oection of multiple region;;, each distinguished by a different target feature, 
could unambiguously speeify the target a.s the item rnost worth searching. This model ha:o 
been named Guided Search since it postulates that inforrnation from two or more retinotopi-
cally regi:otcred feature dimensions i:o cornbined to guide itcrn ;;election. This hypothesi;; i:o 
supported by data on search for triple conjunctive target;; which differ from each distractor 
in two out of three feature;;. Search tinre:; in these scenes incrca:oe rnore gradually with the 
number of clistra.ctor;; than search tirnes in sirnple conjunctive scene;;. 
Revising Feature Integration Theory 
In response to recent data. and t.lw Guided Search model, 'T'rci:onJ<\.!1 and Sa.to (1990) 
have proposed an uprl<tted featme integration hypothesis. Specifically, they have introduced 
a feature inhibitionrnechanism by which the :oirnultaneou:o inhibition of all di:otractor features 
can yield fast conjunctive sea.rche:o. 'I'his ver:oion of the theory is sirnilar to Guided SeiU'ch, 
except that inhibition of nontarget features rather than activation of till'get features is the 
rnechanisrn by which itern locations arc rated. 
Both Guided Sea.rch and the revised Feature Integration theories mu:;t account for the 
;;erial searches seen in the multitude of early experiment;; a:o the fail me of the parallel conjunc .. 
tivc :;earch nwchanisnw because of a low signal-to-noise ratio. However, tlw early physical 
stirnuli which con;;isted of iachistoscopica.lly clispla.ynd painted scnne cards repre:oent mow 
ecologically realistic stirnuli than Cl(l' di;;play;;. Pho:ophor displays unit rather than reflect 
light and therefore they do not, support. an una.rnbiguous surface intr,rpreta.tion. Moreover, 
they can be u:;ed to generate :ocenes of bright saturated colors that exceed the sml'ace color 
contra;;t ranges typically sc'c:'n on reflecting environrnental surfaces (Arend, 1991). 11. is 
po:o:oihle that the increa.:oes in :otimulus ;;aliency by the usc or crrr di:oplay:o rnay re:oult in 
qualitative clmnge;; in the' orga.niza.bon of the perceptual :ocene that are best explained by a 
theory concerned with how grouping processes organize a visual :oearch. 
FICiURE 4 
The pos:oibility tba.t featme integration could be augrncntnd by grouping proce:ose:; wa.s 
noted by Trei:;rna.n and Gonnican (19RH). 'I'reisrnan and Sa.to (1990) further di:ocus:oed the 
pos:oibility thai conjunctive searches could be facilitated by the :oegregation of scenes into itern 
groupings based on a single target feature. They ;;ugge:;tcd tha.t thc;;e groups could then be 
treated a:; units, reducing tlw nurnber of investigations required to determine target presence. 
Subjects are often aware of global shapes cornposed by iterns sharing a :oingle feature. In 
Trcisrna.n and Sa.to's ( 1990) J<:xperirnent 1, subjects were on sorne blocks of trial;; asked to 
:;earch for a target, and on wrne other blocks of trials, ernploying the sarne :otimuli, asked to 
rnatcb the shape of rnulti-itern region;; formed by sirnilarity on sornc featural dimension to 
lurninance-clefined standard;;. A strong po;;itivc correlation (.92) was found between reaetion 
tirne for sarne/diffcrent judgments on the shape matching task and tirnc for conjunctive 
seareb (Figme 1). The shape task i:o evidently rnediated by grouping mechani:om:o. Trei:;ma.n 
and Sato (1990, p. 4Ci4) concluded that there must be" ... :>orne shared factor determining 
the dliciency of segregation and global matching and the :>peed of search for a conjunctive 
target." They did not, however, specify how the segregation of rnulti-item groupings might 
be quantified and integrated into the original theory. Instead, they focused on the feature 
inhibition hypothesis, citing data suggesting additivity of feature effects. An explanation of 
these data as a conseqnence rather than a contradiction of the interaction of grouping and 
search will be addressed in a subsequent section of this paper. · 
Another theory that includes a provision for the effects of grouping on search is that of 
Bundesen (1990). The provisions are ancillary, however, rather than fundarnental, to a theory 
that is prirnarily a cornputational analysis of conotraints on filtering and categorization of 
item featural dirnensions. Because the Bundcsen (1990) rnodel inc:ludes a. provision that " ... 
groups [of items] compete for attention on a par with those individuals that make up the 
groups" (p. 5:36), and :>earch efficiency is affected by group or itern saliency, the theory 
can account for data such as those of iVIordkofT, Yantis, a.ncl Egeth (1990), in which the 
minirnal re:opon:oe tirne in conjunctive ocenes with two targets io faster than of scenes with 
one target. Our theory's analysis of the Mordkoff c~t a!. (1990) data. appears later in this 
artic:le. Bundesen (1990) also a:;surnes, however, that" ... by being embedded in a group, an 
individual suffers a general loss in eta values" (p. 5:36), where" ... 11(:r:, i) is the strength of the 
sensory evidence that element, :r: belong to category i"(p. 524). 'I'he assumption io opposite 
in effect to what we will arp;ue i:> the con:;c,~quence of grouping of target and non-target iterns. 
Duncan and Hurnphreys (!9R9) have prc:;entcd a theory of visual Rearch based on group-
ing that is rnuc:h closer in spirit than the Bunde:oen ( 1990) rnodel is to our own. Their theory 
includes an elegant analysis of how similarity and disimilarity of targets and non-targets a.f. 
fects response tirnc;; in visual search. Perceptual grouping can speed up rejection of clusters 
of non-target:; by "spreading suppression", a process which is related to, though rnechani:;-
tically and functionally distinct frorn, our own ana.lysi:; of grouping dfcx:ts. Also, as with 
Bundcocn's (1990) theory, a key divergence~ of the Duncan and Hurnphreys (.1989) rnodcl 
frorn our own concern:> the t,rcatmcnt of groups containing bolh target and distractor itcrns. 
While thny argue that " ... Relection will he enhanced by ... dec:wasing grouping between 
target and non-target," our own approach aclrnits for cilhiT facilitation or interference with 
eflicient search through :;uch grouping:,;. While sirnilarity of targets and distrar:tors acrosr; 
all fc<1turc clirnensions can act to "carnouflagc" a target, a grouping of, for example, a single 
target with Rcveral cli:;trac:tor:> by their value on one: fcatural clirnenr;ion (e.g. color) may be 
irnrnediately reorganiy,ed into two :;ubgroups on another, sufficiently salient, dirnension (e.g. 
orientation). One of the :oubgroupo will tlwn contain only clistrac:torfi, which can thereby be 
rapidly rejected, and the~ other subgroup will contain only the singleton target. 
FIGURE fl 
Multi-item Grouping in Search 
Results of rnany recent experiments support the hypotheoio that rnulti-item boundary and 
surface repre:;entation;; influence visua.l search. llmnphreys, Quinlan, and H.iddoch (191\9) 
used Ts among upoide .. down To, and reported that search was greatly facilitated when the 
itern:; were arranged to forrn a. coherent global shape (Figure 5). They concluded that when 
rnultiple items c:a.n be organiy,ed into a. familiar shape they can be treated as a whole. Oth-
erwise each itern rnu:;t be investigated sepa.ra.tcly. In the <wthors' words, " ... visual search 
cannot be understood indcpendcnt.ly of t.hc procc:r;ses mediating grouping and segmentation. 
The processes that we bring to bc:ar in simple :;earch tasks seem predicated on more gen-
eral visual processes which arc crucial for object recognition." (Humphreys, Quinlan, and 
H.iddoch, 1989, p. 278). 
I''IGUHE G 
Bravo and Blake ( J 990) cli:o:;ociated iterns from featurco by dcrnonotra.ting that search 
for orientation defined by a group of iterns yielded fa.st times that were largely independent 
of the nurnber of oriented groups (Figme G). 'I'his experiment makes clear that perceptual 
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features rnay be more cornplex than experimenter-defined items; indeed fcaluTcs may be 
better viewed as outputs rather than inputs of segmentation processes. Bravo and Blake 
(1990) quote Neisser (1967): " ... tire units of preattentive vision are not local features but 
objects produced by perceptual grouping." (Bravo and Blake, 1990, p. 522). 
Parallel Search for Surface Properties 
More recent research haii iiuggested that parallel procesoing can accornplioh search for 
rnore than juiit elernentary stirn ulus features. Enns and Rensink ( 1990) reported that parallel 
search can be conducted based on properties like surface color. Using :J-D shapes for items, 
they demonotrated that fast search for surface properties can result from the perception of 
direction of scenic lighting (Figure 7). Ramachandran (1988) has shown that the emergent 
perceptual org;wization of depth (disparity) that may take seconds to develop can form the 
basis for fast search for targets of a particular depth. Even more indicative of the impor-
tance of surface properties are recent studies indicating that shape frorn shading or shadows 
can form the basis for parallel search (Aks and Enns, 1992; Kleffner and Ramachandran, 
1992). 'I'hcse new dat<1 suggest that parallel detection rnay operate at. rnultiple levels of the 
perceptual hierarchy. While elementary stirnulm: features rnay oupport fast search, so can 
surface properties, like surface color, shading, shadows or depth. 
FIGURE 7 
lie <11ld Nakayama (1992) have shown how :J-D surface properties involved in figure-
ground :::eparation can influence search. In their experirnents, search was for Ls arnong 
backwards Ls. The iterns were displayed stereoscopically and given relative depth by com~ 
pa.rision to adjacent squares of contrasting color. If the iterns were displayed to appear in 
front of the squares then search was relatively fast. If instead the items were displayed 
to appe;u· behind the squares so that they could indicate occluded squares rather than L:::, 
search was difficult. (Figure. 8). 'T'he perception of an array of occluded squares was irnme-
rliat.e and hard to ignore. 'fbis experiment demon:::trates that :l-D surface representations 
a.nd figme-ground separation properties input. to the search process and are at. least partially 
lmJTered against top-down inJluence. Clearly search doe::: not occur across scenic locations 
independent of grouping. Nor can the spec:ific:a.iion of arbitrary target. it.erns be expected to 
ddine the ernergrmt surface organization. lie and Nakayarna (1992, p. 2:31) concluded that 
" ... vi:mal :::earch has little or no access to the procc,ssing level of feature extraction but rnust 
ha.vc as an input a higher level process of surface representation." 
. FIGURE 8 
In contrast, both the Feature Integration model with feature inhibition a.nd the Guided 
Sea.rc:h rnodcl a.ssunH~ that sonwlww the nwchani:m1:> of search compute high target likelihood 
in the int.ersc.,c.tion or the ;;ct.;; of items that a.rc :::irnilar to the target along single fea.tural 
dirncnoions. F\lr theiic' n1oddo, a. :::ource of c~rror a.nd therefore of oteep slopes in plotting 
response time as a. function of number of distra.c:tors is the high evaluation of items in the 
union rather than the intersection of theiie :::etii. It may be that ca.ndida.te groupings c:a.n be 
ordered by such calculations. However, the data. reviewed above shows that items arc not 
a.! ways separated prior to :::ca.rch. In fact, it is when items easily forn1 multi-itcrn groupings 
that search is easiest. 
Parallel Recognition 
Revised Feature Integration Theory (Treisrnan a.nd Sa to, J 990) a.nd Guided Search a.nd 
Guided Search 2.0 (Wolfe, Ca.ve, a.nd Franzel, J 989; Wolfe, J 99:3) explain search a.s the result 
of the interaction of parallel and serial rnechanisrns. In both models, conjunctive recognition 
can only operate on retinotopic input frorn the feature and propr~rt.y arrays at single item 
locations. Thus, while the rnodels differ in their parallel mechanisms, they share the property 
that the problern of binding together information from multiple feat ural dimensions is solved 
by a. serial rnedmniom. 
Another line of research has pursued the hypothesis that under restricted conditions 
binding ca.n be acc:ornplished for rnultiple iterns at the same tirne. Severa.! researchers have 
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proposed that all visual searche;; are parallel, but that there is a lirnited parallel processing 
capacity which is easily exceeded in scenes with rnany items. Pa.shler (1987) has proposed 
that parallel binding of fonn and color has a rnaxirnmn capacity of eight items. 
'l'his observation finds support in recent research showing that in six-elernent displays 
of colored X s, Os a.!l(] h, the fastest response to scenes including multiple targets (e.g. 2 
red Xs instead of one) is faster than the fastest response to scenes including single targets 
(Figure 9) (Mordkoif, Yantis, and Egeth, 1990). This data is a striking contradiction of the 
serial binding hypothesis, which predicts that the fastest responses to scenes should not vary 
with the number of targets. That is, while a serial search among items would yield a. greater 
number of fast search times for double ta.rget scenes, as opposed to single-item scenes, the 
fa.0te0t search times for each scene type would be expected to be equivalent, ;,ince the fastest 
possible response would correspond to felicitously choosing a target item first regardless of 
whether one or two targets appeared. The results suggest instead that rnultiple items are 
evaluated simultaneously a.nd that greater evidence for target presence is combined across 
items, 0upporting fa.ster recognition. 
FICURE 9 
Further support for the sirnulta.ncous evaluation of multiple items comes from recent 
data on monkey visual research (Chelazzi, Miller, Dunca.n, a.nd Desimone, 199:3). Monkeys 
were presented with scenes including a. randomly located target sha.pe a.ncl up to 4 clistra.c:tor 
shapes. They were rewarded for foveating the target shape. During the task, IT cells which 
had previously been found to respond selectively to the target or to the distrac:tor sha.pes 
were continuously rnonitored. Initia.lly, l'J' cells responsive to both target and distractor 
shapes fired as if a. rnulti-itern group wa.s hc~ing attended .. Just prior to a. saccade to the 
target item, the firing ra.te for the l'J' cells selectively responsive to the distra.ctor sha.pr~ 
dccrea.sed to the baseline level. T'hese data. a.re inconsistent with theories that require serial 
dcployrncnt of a.ttcmtion a.c:ross items. lnstr~a.d they wggc~st tha.t sc:a.rch occms by a. recursive 
narrowing of attention within rnulti-item groups. 
1n other research conjunctive searches have been found to be ea.sier in scenes of well 
separated items tha.n in scenes in which items an~ clumped toget.her (Colwn a.nd lvry, 1991). 
'T'bese authors hypothesize tha.t coarse location binding can occur in parallel across a. scene. 
However, as we. will show qua.ntitita.tively, the distance between scenic iterns can be an 
irnportant factor influencing the spatial segregation of itern groups for reasons other tha.n 
resolution. 'I'his occurs, for cxa.rnple, when scgrnenta.tion processes generate qua.lita.tivcly 
different grouping;,, or different nurnbers of groups, as item spacing is varied. 
3. What are the Perceptual Units of Search? 
We cla.irn that rnulti-itern boundary a.nd surface groupings not. only influence visual search 
hut are, in fa.ct, the pcrceptua.l representation;, on which the search process is based. In cer-
tain cxperirnenta.l paradigrns, single cxperirrrentcr-dc~Jined iterns rnay be the only functional 
"groups". More generally, however, t.he identification of a. grouping that includes multiple 
items speeds search by reducing the l.ot.al rnmlber of ca.ncliclate visual regions (N) that have 
to be seria.lly investigated. Factors which influence boundary and surface grouping, such 
as fea.tural contrasts, item spacing, and spatial arra.ngelnent alter N, yielding variations in 
search tirne. 
Our argurnent has until now ernphasized the usefulness of the lnulti-item grouping hy-
potlwsis in giving unified explanation to a. wide range of psychophysical search data. How-
ever, this hypothc;;is is also cornpa.tihle with key functional demand;, which constrained the 
evolution and dcvclopmrml. of the visual systcrn. Even without the benefit of a pr·ior-i knowl-
edge, the visual systern rnust be able to segrnent ecological objects whcme detection and 
recognition is necessary for survival. Segrnentation mechanisms rnust therefore be equipped 
to dea.l with the environmental objects and scenic eonditions that arc typically encountered 
(Figure 2). Mottled surface coloration, natural anirna.l carnouflagc a.ncl partial object occlu-
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sion are all obstacles to the perception of ecological objects, because they result in featural 
discontinuities tlu1t clo not signal object boundaries. Successful segmentation demands mech-
anisrns which c<UJ group similar featma.l regions tha.t are spatially separated and segregate 
whole areas including these regions. In experirnentaJ scenes, these same rnechanisms may 
encourage the segrnentation of regions that group together what the experimenter considers 
to be distinct items. Individual items may in fact often be treated as textures or surface 
groupings by a systenr that has evolved to understand natmally occurring scenes. 
If it is indeed true that bottom-up mec.hanisms drive the formation of these emergent 
perceptual units, then lirnits rnust exist on the capacity of semantic or even visual definitions 
of target items to exert top-clown influence over preattentive grouping mechanisms. The 
ability of bottorn-up proeessing to accurately distinguish ecological objects depends on a. 
certain arnount of autonomy or resistance to top-down interference. Otherwise, expectations 
would routinely result in perceptual illusions (Kanisza and Luccio, 1987). We do not mean 
by these remarks to deny that perceptual grouping can be guided by top-down processes 
(Grossberg and Mingolla, 19i'\5; Yantis, 199:2), but only to point out that. some groupings 
"en1erge" from the structure of scenic input without the help of top-down influences. 
4. Attentive Interactions of Boundary and Surface Representations with Object 
and Spatial Representations 
Our model of visual search, specified cornputationally in section 5 and simulated t.o 
quantitatively explain search data in c;ection 6, is based upon three types of neural network 
rnodels that have been undergoing development for some tirnc: rnodels of :3-D visual bound-
ary and surface representation; rnodels of attentive category learning, recognition, priming, 
and rnernory search; and rnodels of attentive spatial representation. The present search 
rnodcl shows how properties of these boundary, surface, object, and spatial processeo can be 
incorporated into a conrputationa.l algorithrn that is capable of providing a unified quanti-
tative explanation of many experirnents about visual search. The search rnodel is specified 
algorithmically, rather than neurally, because it has not yet been possible to define a neural 
architecture that cornbincs all these elenrcmts and their interactions, which in vivo are spread 
across visual cortex, tcrnpora.l cortex, a.nd parietal cortex, in interaction with frontal corV:x, 
among other structures. Our computatioual rnodel describes the types or interactions arnong 
bmmdary, surface, object, and spatial representations that are capable of explaining many 
sea.rc:h data.. 'T'hc rnodel hereby irnposes additional design constraints on the ongoing dcvcl-
opnwnt of the model neural architecture. The predictive success of the model also provides 
additional evidence that :l-D bouudary and surface represcmtations that interact reciprocally 
with rnutna.lly interactinp; object and spatial representa.l.ions are snjficicni to explain search 
data.. In this sense, visual search phenornena are mducecl to an exploration of how these four 
types of representations int.c:ract. 
Our proposal that :)-D boundary and surface representations, possibly rnu!Li-elernent 
ones, arc the inputs to the visual search process has its thcorctica.l basis in the FACADE 
theory of preattentive :l-D vision, whose rncchanisrns rnodel how visual inputs to the eyes 
arc transformed, by the time they wach extrastria.te visual cortex, into emergent bound-
ary segnrentations and surface rcprcsc:nta.t.ions that arc capable of achieving figure-ground 
separation of scenic data (Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b, 1992, 199:3; Grossberg and Mingolla, 
19R5, 19R7; Grossberg and 'J'odorovi(, 1988). 'fhis conclusion is supported not only by a 
large nmnber of perceptual experirnents, rnany of them perfonned after the correspond-
ing FACADE predictions were published, but a.Iso frorn a. theoretical analysis of how such 
representations, taken togc~thcr, overcome various computational uncertainties tha.t could 
otherwise undennine the perceptual process. 
Within FACADE theory, a Static BouncLny Contom Systern (BCS) models how the 
pa.rvoccllula.r cortical proc.essing stream (LGN- lnterblob- Intcrstripe ·· V4) generates :3-D 
ernergent boundary segrnentations frorn cornbinations of edge, textme, shading, <1nd stereo 
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irnage data (Figure 10). A Feature Contour Sy;,tern (FCS) rT1odelo how the parvocellular 
cortical proces;,ing otrearn (LGN- Blob- 'l'hin Stripe- V4) discounts the illuminant and fillo-
in surface propertieo of brightneoo, color, depth, and form within the boundary ;,egmentations 
that are defined by tlw BCS. In our conception of vioual ;,earch, the entire FACADE model 
forms the "front end" to the attentive ;,earch proceooeo that are engaged during the visual 
object recop;nition proceoo. In particular, the p;rouping properties which we have described 
so far in tlris article are among thooe which have been analy;,ed in the various articles on 
FACADE theory. Likewise, the object recop;nition and ;,patial localization properties that 
are used in our algorithmic oearch model have previously been derived from neural models of 
these processes. Throughout this artiele, we oft.en use the term "p;roupinp;" to denote either 
a multi-element BCS boundary ;,egmentation or an F'CS surface representation, and reserve 
the latter, more opecializccl, words for expressly HCS or FCS processes, respectively. 
FIGUI!E 10 
T'he otructure of FACADE prcattentivc boundary and surface representations clarifies 
how perceptual nnito arc clefim~d and rna.nipulatcd durinp; attentive visual research of static 
ocenco. For exa.rnple, propc)rties of BCS emergent nntlti-item boundary segmentation;, help 
Uo to understand how the global shapes ;,tudicd by H nmphreyo, Quinlan, and Riddoch ( 1989) 
facilitate oeardr. Propcrtico of the FCS surface representations clarify how :3-D surface shape 
can iniluence search in the Enno and Rcn;,ink (1990) study. These FCS surface represen-
tations sepa.mte different cornbinationo of color and depth into diotinct slabs, or filling-in 
domains (Gros;,berg, 1987b, 199:3). Such a ;,lab organization help;, to explain how unique 
conjunctions of color and depth are rapidly sea.rchcd in the Nakayama and Silverman (198G) 
otndy. The boundary and ourfacc: representation;, arc, rnoreover, organized to facilitate figure-
ground oeparation and recognition of occ:lndinp; and occ:lnded ohjc:cto (Groooberg, 199:3), 
thereby helpinp; to explain msults of He and Nakayama (199:!). 
FIGURE 11 
As noted above, two types of attentive processeo are hypotlwsized to interact with prea.t-
tentive boundary and surface representations during visual ;,earch of a static scene (Figure 
11 ). One proc:c:so explica.tm conc:c~pts of object attention (Duncan, 1984) and the other pro-
ccs;, explicates concepts of ;,patial atu:ntion (Posm~r, 1980). In neurobiolop;ical terms, the;,c 
procmses rnodel part of the What cortical procc;,sing strearn for object leaming, catcp;oriza-
tion, and rccop;nition, and the Where cortical proces;,ing strcarn for spatial localization and 
oric~ntation (Coodak and fvlilnc~r, 199:2; fvliohkin, Ungcrlcidcr, and Macko, 198:3; Ungerleider 
and Mishkin, 1982). 
Our visual search rnodcl incorporate;, propcrtic~s of a viwal Object Rccop;nition Systcnr 
that rnoclels aspects of ncmohiologica.l data. ohowinp; how the infcrotemporal cortex interact;, 
with vioual cortex, hippocampal formation, and pulvinar for pmposco of attentive object 
search, learning, ca.tegoriza.tion, and recognition (Dcoimone, 1991, 1992; Desirnone, Schein, 
Moran, and \Jngcrlcider, 198!\; Dcoirnone and Ungerleicler, 1989; Gochin, 1990; Gocbin, 
Miller, Grooo, and Gerstein, 1991; Harric:s and Perrett, 1991; Miller, Li, and Desimone, 
1991; Mishkin and Appcnzcllc:r, 1987; Perrett, Mishkin, a.nd Chitty, 1987; Spitzer, Desi-
mone, and Moran, 1988). 'I'hc Object Recognition Systern rnodel is an Adaptive Resonance 
'I'heory (Alrr) network (Carpenter and Ciroosberg, 1991; Grossbcrp;, 1980, 1987c). Recent 
neurophysiological experiments on object rceognition in rnonkcyo m.rggest that neurons in 
inferotempora.l cortex exhibit propertieo that arc consistent with ARl' rnecba.nisrns. Sec 
Carpenter and Grossberg ( 199:3) for a review. For present pnrpooeo, we uoe the facto that 
a.n AKI' recognition category can be used l.o read-out a. top-down expectation that prime;, 
con;,ist.ent cornbinat.ions of BCS boundary and FCS surface properties. Such a. prime can 
be uoecl to focus attention upon expected cue c:ornbinations ancl to regulate a oearcb for 
consistent or incon;,istent conjunc:tivn properties. A good enoup;h match leads to a state of 
resonant attention binding, learning, and recop;nition. A rni;,rna.tc:h leads to a reset event that 
C:<Ul further propel the: search. The coarseness of the search can be regulated by a parameter 
called vip;ilance that cornputeo how good a. rna.tch is needed before ;,earch terminates. 
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A precursor of tbe present use of AHT properties to explain visual searcb data is found 
in Grossberg (1978, Section 61 ). Tbere an analysis is given of bow nul.omaf;ic proc.essing 
and controlled processing data (rom tbe visual search experiments of Schneider a.nd Sbiffrin 
(1976) may be explained using AR'I' rnecbanisms. Schneider and Shiffrin (1976) bad idem· 
tiJied automatic: processing as a. parallel search process and controlled processing as a. serial 
search process. Grosslwrg ( 1971\) descri bcs bow both types of data rnay be explained by 
recursive operation of Uw sa.rne parallel matching and mernory search mechanisms that a.re 
invoked herein. It is also suggested how the recognition categories a.nd prirned expectations 
that are learned in the Schneider and ShiJfrin ( 1976) varied mapping (VM) and consistent 
mapping (CM) conditions differ. In pa.rt.icular, the CM condition enables the subject to 
learn visual chunks that control parallel nra.tc:hing against all rnemory set itenrs, much as 
happens in the rnulti-itern groupings discussed berein. The present search model a.ugrnents 
these AHT rnatching and searc:b medranisrns with computationally precise properties of in-
teracting boundaries, surfaces, and spatial maps. 
Why a.re both object and spatial representations needed? At the risk of oversimplifi-
cation, we can briefly hypothesize that object representations are relatively insensitive to 
variations in such variable object properties as their retinal position. A serious combinato-
rial explosion would occ:m if the brain needed to learn a separate repreoentation for each 
object at every retina.! position. In contrast, spatial maps do represent object positions. The 
interactions that link object and spatial representations a.re designed to ena.ble desired ob-
ject;; to be recognized via. spatially invariant recognition codes and to be sp<ttially localized 
and c~nga.gcd during beha.vior via. spatial rnaps. 
Our conception of how spatial maps work arose~ frorn rnodels of Carpenter, Grossberg, 
and Lesher (1992, 199:3) and Gro;;sbcrg and I<upcrstcin (J9S6, 1989) which analyse a.spect,s 
of neurobiologic.a.l data about how t,he pariet,a.J cortex interac:ts with visual cortex for pur· 
po;;cs of spatial localization and orientation (Anderson, Essick, and Siegel, 1985; Fischer and 
Brcitrncyer, 1987; Maylor and Hockey, 191\5; Mountcastle, Anderson, and Motter, HJ81; H.iz-
zolati, Riggio, Dascola, and Urnita, 1987; Wmtz, Coldberg, and Robinson, 1982). FACADE 
theory propo;;es that t.lw JlCS and FCS each interact. reciprocally with the Object Recogni-
tion Systcm1 to bind boundary properties (e.g., texture ;;ep;regation) and ;;urface propertie;; 
(e.g., surface color and form) into catcgorica.l object. representations. The FCS al;;o interacts 
reciprocally with a Multiplexed Spatial Map to determine the spatial locations of particular 
combinations of smface properties (Figure II). These What and Where proceoses arc a.loo 
envisaged to interact. rec:iproc:ally with one another. Cross berg ( 199:3) discussc;; these interac-
tions in greater detail, including how :J.IJ boundary and surface representations arc formed 
using preattentive nrechanisrns, how Uwy rnay interact with attentive object and spatial 
proc.nsscs, and how ;;mtrch for moving targets rna.y be controlled. 'I'his analyois incorporates 
nlodclling results about rnotion detection and segmentation by the nragnoc:ellular cortical 
processing stream ( Gros;;berg and Rudel, 1989, 1992; Gro;;sberg and Mingolla, 199:!), and 
about the visual and attentive control of saccadic eye movements (Gro;;sberg a.nd Kuperstein, 
198G, 191\9). 
i\ recapitulation of a.! I the;;c, re;;u]t;; hc~rein would take us too far afield. 'I'he rnain purpose 
of this brief summary is to ernphasize that the representation;; and opemtions of our search 
rnodcl were not invented to explain the ;;carch data diseusocd herein. They were introduecd 
to explain entirely different types of data .. The search model hereby shows how to link :omuclr 
data, via the corresponding neural rnodcl;;, to the underlying proecs:ocs of visual perception, 
object recognition, and spatial oricmta.tion that they reflect. For the rernaindcr of thi;; article 
we describe our visual search rnodcl in corrl]ll!tational terrns and show how it can be used to 
quantitatively simulate data about visual search of static irnages. 'flrese computational rules 
are consistent with the nemal rnodcl outlined above for visual, object., and spatial processing 
by visual, tcrnporal, and parietal eortcx. The rules thus have a plausible interpretation in 
Lerms of a la.rge body of perceptual and neural data other than the dat,a on visual search 
that they are used to sirnulate here. 
5. The SOS Algorithm: Spatial and Object Search 
Although conceived as alwterarchy of neuralnetworko with continuous and asynchronous 
dynamics, our algorithrnic realization of visual search can be surnrnarized as a four step 
process (Figure 12). In Step I, preattenl.ive processing of the visual scene results in retino-
topic registration of stinmlus features. In Step 2, these retinotopic feat.ural arrays support 
boundary segrnentation and surface forrnation, which group the scene into separate candi-
date regions. During searches for known targets, a top-down priming signal can inHuence 
the organintion of the search regions. 'I'his grouping step has been assumed by others to 
immediately and correctly define scenic objects, which in laboratory stirnuli are individual 
target or distractor iten1s. In Step :l, a candidate region is selected for further analysis. In 
a clirecv~d search, this step could be influenced by either bottom-up salience or top-clown 
priming of target features selected by an obj(~Ct recognition :>ystern. For example, a salient 
emergent boundary segrnenta.tion in the BCS, as in the Humphreys, Quinlan, and Ridcloch 
( 1989) study, rnight bias BCS H ORS H FCS interactions; or a color prime, as in the Egeth, 
Virzi, and Garba.rt ( 1984) study, might amplify activation of a. particular color-depth slab 
and thereby bias FCS H ORS H BCS interactions. Finally in Step 4, feature groupings 
within the selected candidate region must be compared to the stored target representation, 
which i:; a:;sumed to be a categorical repre:>entation (or representations) within the ORS. A 
rnisrnatch between all these feature groupings and the stored target representation causes 
a return to Step :l for reset of the old region and :;election of a new ca.nclic!a,te region. A 
partial mismatch between the fea.tmes in a. multi-item candidate region and the stored target 
fea.tmes rnay trigger a rnore vigilant search within the candidate region. T'his would cause 
a. return to Step :2 in order to further segrnent the candidate region into sub-regions on the 
basis of a, new featural dirnension. If this rec.msivc proc.ess does not yield a. target rrmtch, 
then the entire candidate region is discardecl and a. new one processed. Search terrnina.tes 
when a. rna.tch i:; found. 
FIGURE I :2 
Within this systcm1, each step need only be partially cornpleted for the next step to 
begin. That i~, partial activation of one' n('ma.l layer, which is not itself yet at equilibrium, 
lrla.y suJfiec to initiate proce:>sing at ~ucces;,ive layerB. In a rc:>ponse t.irne rninirni~ation task, 
a. speed-accuracy trade-ofF would cktcnnine the optimal confidence levd at which each step 
would be cornplete enough for the next step to take place. The correct prediction of average 
search tirne or respon:;e tinw ( J(J') for a. given scene rnquires tbe determination of a dma.tion 
for ea.ch step and an a.lgorithrnic cornputa.tion of time needed for 0cene grouping and :;earch. 
For many scenes, there rnay be no sharp distinction between segmentation, surface selec-
tion, and definition of a candidate region for search. In the cornputer simulations described 
below, processing tirnc:> for the:>c steps are lurnped into a con:>tant dmation, which is added 
to search tirne for each candidate region that is chosen for recognition. 
Our simulation:; instantiate thrne segrncntation heuri;,tics: 
(I) Boundary a'nd su.·J:faec u.nds 'influence gmuping. Conflicting grouping:> that am snp-
ported by ;,cparate featura.l dimensions are resolved in favor of a grouping ;,upported by a 
single rnultiplexed featural dirnension; for example, color or a prcscrilwd color-depth com-
bination. Grouping is biased to occur between itern:> sharing the target feature value along 
that single dinwn~ion, much as a whole color-depth slab in the FCS can be primed. 
(2) 8pal;ial contc:d influ.cnecs gronping. In :>imulations, this c:ornplex factor is sirnplified 
into the rule that fcatma.lly sirnilar itcrns can be grouped into the same candidate region 
if they can be connected by uninterrupted spatial paths who;,e width correspond:> roughly 
to the diameter of itcrns. 'l'hi:; ~irnplification of tlw spatial influences on grouping prove:; 
sufficient to account for a considerable amount of important search data. In general, we 
conceive this grouping as being performed by the full multi-scale interactions of the HCS 
and FCS of FACADE theory, despite the prc:>ent sirnplification:>. 
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(:l) Fcatuml contrast influences grouping. In sirnulations, the probability that itern group· 
ings can become candidate regions i;; a function of stimulus saliency. For example, color 
saturation could bias a particular FCS color-depth slab, a particular BCS boundary seg· 
rnentation, or both. High saliency may also allow textural elements or search items to 
perceptually pop into different perceived depth planes regardless of spatial arrangement, in 
a m;wner that is modelled in Crossberg (199:1). Grouping;; that might otherwise be clisaJ. 
lowed, because the path between iterns that are alike on a single dimension (e.g. color = 
red) is interrupted by an item of different value ou that featural dimension (e.g. color = 
blue) might nevertheless occur, as for example when the contrast of red-to-background is 
much higher than the contrast of blue to background (see Figure J:l). 
To predict the rrre;w search or response tirne (RT) for scenes of a given number of items 
requires that a duration he assigned to each of the four steps, as well as the algorithmic 
cornputation of ;,earch tirne for any given display based on the principle;, statf'd above. The 
mean search t,irne of the algorithm for targd;-pre;,ent conjunctive scenes can be approximated 
by tire 
'Th1:qcl· PJ'cscnt Scnn:h. Eqnnlion 
RT = /H (N + 1) X (S + M). 
Response time for target-absent scene;; is given by the 
Tm:qci· A bscnt Search Equniion 
RT = H + N X :z X (S + M). 
(1) 
(2) 
In (I) and (2), R is the duration neces;,a.ry to complete Step (retinotopic featurcl registra· 
tion), 8 is the duration nece;,sary to separate a candidate region by Steps 2 a.nd :1 (segrnen-
tation and selection), M is the duration necessary to match the candidate region with the 
target representation in Step 4, and N is the mean number of candidate regions into which 
Uw scene;, containing a certain nurnber of items, pseudo-randomly distributed, are initally 
segmented. Each rrnrlti··item candidal;e region rnust be recursively ;,eardred, resulting in a 
recursion factor of 2 in each equation for conjunctive scenes. More generally, this factor of 2 
could take on sonre. oUwr value, as for triple-conjunction ;,carc.hes. !'~valuation of this factor 
ir; not, however, as sirnplc as counting the nmnhllr of cli;,play dirnensions (e.g. color, orient,a.· 
tion, rnotion) that are varied in a ;,ccne, as not all combinations of values on all dirnen;,ion;, 
nray he included in a given scene~ construction. In equation (1 ), Uris factor is cancellc~d, since 
in tarp;ct·pre;,ent scencr;, on average only about half (.Lil'j:.ll) of the candid<1te regions (N) 
have to be evaluated before tire target i;, found. Note that these equation;, yield only an 
approxirnation of search tinw for a. given cli;,play, since in our algorithrn a. candidate region 
including a. single item need not be recursively sea.rehed or reeogni,cd. Thus search times 
would be expected to he ;,lightly r;horter than tire equations suggest. However the sirnplified 
equations serve well to fit the data curves conr;iderwl below. 
6. Simulation of Psychophysical Search Data 
In this section, the SOS algorithm is used to detcmnine RTs for a nurrrber of psychophysi-
cal ;,earch scenes. 'I'he model is capable of quantitatively sirnula.ting the search data reviewed 
above as well as additional finding;; u;;ing a. sinqlc choice of Uu: pa.mm.c!.crs R, S, M, and an 
algorithmic solution to N. Such an algorithrnic solution for Non each display trial is not ad 
hoc because onr theory proposes that the candidate regions which forrn the units of visual 
;,earch are flexibly detenninecl "on the fly" by the brain, and vary for l'ach scene even within 
the sarnc display paradigm. 
Simulation Methods 
II 
In order to compare the perforrnancc of the algorithm to experirnenta.l data, we simulated 
both the experimental scenes and the algorithm. Simulation of the experiments required 
a. program to convert inforrnation in the rnethods section of an cxperirnental report into 
a sequence of scene representations suitable for use as input to the simulated algorithm. 
Visual search experiments typically involve the random placernent of various numbers of 
iten1s across predefined potential scene locations. Whenever restictions on the placement of 
items were ;;pecified in published reports, these were sirnulatecl. 
Our irnplcrnentation of a display sirnula.tor produced and stored :rand y coordinates for 
each item contained in a trial a.s well as the value of each item along each feature dirnenoion. 
In addition, the size of each item was recovered from the experiment description. For some 
of the experimental reports sirnulated, scene and item size wa.s specified in subtended retinal 
angle and viewing distance. In this case, cartesian coordinates and dimensions were rec:ov-
en~d to allow c:ompari:;on acro:;s experirnents. The size of each itern wa:; approxirnated by 
recovering an item radius corresponding to the itern width given in the experimental reports. 
This approximation :;ufliced ;;ince iterns were typically nearly square. 'I'hus, although the 
fonn of each itern wa;; stored, the size of all experimental itcrns was modeled as if they were 
circular. Finally, an ordinal value for the degree of feat ural contrast in the scene was entered 
by the prograrrm1er based on the reported color saturation. For all the simulation points 
plotted in this section, 50 trials were sinmla.ted to recover average search times. 
The SOS search algorithm was also simulated. For convenience, only form-color ex-
perirnents were modeled and color was always as;;urned to be the feature initially used for 
grouping. AH.ering the;;e assurnptions, for example, by grouping initially on form, does not 
materially alter the results of the present sirnulations. For each trial, the prograrn outlined 
below was executed. Each scene wac; first segrncnted into a. set of itcrn groupings according 
to t.he following proeeclure. · · 
( J) 'fhe equations of the: finite length lines connecting each itcrn of target color t.o each 
otlwr item of target color were con1putcd and stored (Figure J:la). 'I'his step irnplernentc; the 
notion that a target color can act ao a. prirnc for grouping. 
(:2) Next, the distances between the centers of each of the iterns of distractor color a.nd 
these lines were eornputcd. If any itcrn of non-ta.rget color was between two items of target 
color a.nd within a fixed proportion (l') of itcrn radius away frorn the line grouping those 
itcrns, then t.ha.t line was dnlctcd frorn the list. of item grouping lines (Figurc~ J:lb ). 
(:l) A pcn:c~nta.ge of these lines (C') inversely proportional to a nornina.l rneasure of tlw 
featura.J saliency, in this case color contrast, were a.lso deleted at random frorn the line list. 
( ti) The rerna.ining Bet of lines was then used to create' lists specifying itcrn groups; that 
i;;, if a. line connecting two itenrs rc~rna.ined, those itcrns were stored in the sarne item group. 
FIC\JRE 1:1 
'J'his four step segrncntation procedure results in a r;ct of N item groupings. It generates 
groupings of boundaries and colors that arc consistent with how BCS/FCS representations 
would set up groupings for interaction with spatial and object rnecha.nisrns during c;earc:h, 
but docs ;;o using far Jess computational tirne than would be required to run a full HCS/FCS 
sirnulation. Thus this segrnentation procedure should not be viewed a.c; different frorn, but 
rather ac; rnerely crueler than, a. full HCS/FCS implcrnentation. After segmentation, the 
computa.tion of search tirne proceeds as follows. An exarnple is illustrated in Figures 14-18. 
FIGURE Jtl 
(5) A constant duration (H) was added to the response time for the trial. 'J'bis duration 
accounts for the time taken to rcgic;tcr features (Figure 14). 
(6) An itern group wac; selected at random frorn the liot. of unchecked groups. Note that 
this selection criterion could be replaced by one based on oome measure of which group was 
currently winning a cornpetition for selection without significantly distorting the reported 
results. Segrnentation a.nd selection tirnc S was added to the response tirne for the trial. 
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Parameter S accounts for the tinw needed to select a group of items from the background 
on the basis of a single feature (Figure 15-16). · 
FIGURE 1G 
(7) The chosen group was compa.red to the target representation; that is, for each feat ural 
dimension, the target features were rnatched again:>t the group features. The match tirne M 
was added to the response time for the tria.!. It ;v:count:> for the time needed to deternrine 
degree and nature of :>irnila.rity between group and target repre:>entation (Figure 17). 
FIGURE 16 
(R) The group was then recursively :>earcbed for target form (Figure 18). For example, 
if the entire group did not match the target on both climen:>ion:>, but did ma.tc:h it on one 
dirnension (e.g. color), then :>ubgroups were forrned and searched. ParameterS was again 
added to the respon:>e time for the tria.!. If thi:> recur:>ive segmentation yielded the target, 
pararnetcr M was added to the re:>ponse time for the trial and :>earch was terminated. Oth-
erwise, if sc,gmenta.tion yielded a non-target fonn, M wa:> added to the re:>ponse time for the 
trial, the group was marked as checlwd, and the search return,~d to Step 6. 
FIGURE 17 
Parameters 
The parameter values S, M, R, the proportion of item radius used to model spatial 
influences on grouping ( P), and the percc,ntage of groupings disallowed as an inverse function 
of feature saliency (C) were selected to fit the data. This process of curve fitting was carried 
out in :>tages designed to explain an ever increasing set of data. For this reason it will be 
discussed with reference to each piece of experimental data :>o as to best represent the actual 
procedure that was followed. While pa.ra.rneter values were adjusted during developrnent of 
the algorithm, in the end all the dala were modc:lcd by a. single sd of pm·amder· va.lu.cs. 
FIGURE I R 
7. Simulation of Form-Color Conjunctive Search 
Trei:>rnan and Geladc ( 1980) conducted tachi:>toscop'~ :>tudies indicating serial conjunctive 
search. Wolfe, Cave, and Franzel (1989) repeated thio investigation in experiments using 
high-contrast scenes on a Cathode Ray Tube (CHT) and found fast conjunctive searches 
that could be explained by a parallel search process. The data. frorn these fast forrn-color 
conjunctive searches rnay be quantit.atively simulated by a. two-:>tep proce:>:>. Initially, high 
color contrast supports grouping of target colored iterns into separate candidate regions or 
perceptual surfaces. These rrmlti-itern candidate groupings are then searched for the target 
forrn. Since there are fewer itern group:> than individual iterns, search tirnes decrease. 'l'his 
process is essentially a. recur:>ive application of the original Feature Integration rncc:hanisn1s 
with the exception that. individua.l items would not necessarily becorne c<tndidate groupings. 
Both the 'I'reisrnan and Gelade (19KO) and the Wolfe, Ca.v(), a.nd Frany,el (1989) re:>ult:> 
are quantitatively sirnula.ted by the nlodcl. 'J'he scene:> used to test the algorithrn wer() 
generated using the experirnental description given in Experiment 7 of Wolfe cl a.l. ( 1989). 
'fire viewing field wa:> a :;quare of length corre:>ponding to 11.:3 degrees a.t a. distance of 100 
ern. !tern dimensions corresponded to .85 degrees :>quare at thi:> same di:>tance and were 
randomly arranged in a slightly irregular 6 X (i mray. Color :>aturation wa.s reduced and 
the background color was changed to white to ernulate the tachistoscope setup and reduce 
saliency. · 
Wolfe cl rd.'s (1989) da.ta consists of essentially linear curves of varying slope. To model 
these data, factors dctennining both intercept or oJJ'set of tlw data lines as well their slopes 
needed to be specified. 'I'Iw constant duration which off:>ets search among any number of 
distractors was C:<1ptured by R, which include:> the time to register rctinotopic: feature arrays 
as well as the tirne needed to generate a. rnotor respon:>e. With P = 1.0, varying the percent-
age of grouping:> pcrrnittecl a.s a function of stirnulus saliency, in this case color con:>trast (C), 
resulted in different mnnbers of itern groupings N. The rate at which N increases with the 
number of items defines a slope which decreases with decreasing C. This property allows the 
data to be fit. The data lines were extrapolated to find an approximate y-intercept of R = 
540 msec. Next the target-preoent data slopes for both the high contrast and the low contrast 
data were fit. The data. indicates a high-contrast slope of 6.1 rnsec/item and a low-contrast 
slope of 10.8 rnsec/itern. Thus t,lw low-contrast slope is approxirnately l.(i() tirnes steeper. 
When all the spatially allowable groupings were perrniV~d in the high-contrast case ( C = 
0%) and only :JO% of the spatially allowable grouping» were permitted in the low-contrast 
ca0e ( C = 70% ), then the the ratio of the N slopes was found to be approximately 1.66. This 
ratio was checked by compiling average N values for various numbers of distractors. Table I 
shows N averaged over 50 trials for each nurnbcr of scenic items. 
TABLE 1 
Choice of parameter values for P and C' fixed the ratio between slopes. The actual 
slopes of the data cmve0 rernained to be determined. By equation ( 1 ), this requires setting 
a value for the surn (S + M). In this case, 70 rnsec proved to model the data well. In all, this 
experiment constrained the pararneters so that H = 470, C' = 70% in the low-contrast case, 
C = 0% in the high contrast case, and (5' + M) = 70 rnsec. Pararneters Sand M were not 
individually constrained. It was found that the spatial path width pararneter could be varied 
fmm P = I .0 to P = l.!i with little effect on the number of spatially allowable groupings N. 
FIGURE 19 
Figme 19 ohows the close rnatch between simulation and experimental data. The target 
absent slopes are ju»t a reoult of of doubling the target-present slopes, as in eqm1tion (2). It 
should be noted that this »irnulation of data. on fast forrn-color conjunctive scenes is consistent 
with recent neumphysiological data on monkey visual search (Chellazi ct a.l., 199:3). It can 
also be applied to dab\. on fast c.onjunc.tive search in depth··rnotion and depth-c:olor scenes. 
8. Color-Color Conjunctive Search 
'I'he data. on color-color conjunctive search arc also consistent with the rnodel. It has been 
found that rno0t ;;cenes including color-color conjunctive items dcrnand ;;m·ial investigation 
(Wolfe and Friedman-Hill, 1992). In these scenes, segregation by color would tc~nd to yield 
regiono whose boundaries oplit right through pairings of squares that forrn items (Figure 
20a.). Theoe nogiono c.ould not. be rcc.ursivdy sca.rc.hed since they would not contain full 
iterns. The grouping based on the first color would not lead to partial activation of the 
rcgiono that include the second color. The spatial focus of attention would thus rniss the 
conjunctive fcat.ure. Various exceptions to this finding support this hypothesis. In scenes of 
disk-annulus color-color itmns where the annulus io significantly larger than the disk, search 
times can bco independent of the nurnber of distra.ct.ors (Wolfe and Friedrnan-Hill, 1992). In 
this case, the extent of target. annulus color rnay be strong enough to support segregation of 
a rnult,i-itern candidate segmentation that does include the target disk colors, which can then 
be searched for target disk color (Figure 20b ). 'This result has also been replicated using 
houses with different wall and window colon;. While these data. on color .. color conjunctive 
search po0e a 0erious problem for models like Guided Sc,a.rch and Feature Integration, they 
are consistent with the SOS rnodcl and illustrate yet again the irnportance of multi-itern 
grouping in visual search. 
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9. Simulation of Clumped vs. Spread-out Conjunctive Search 
In the SOS model, rnulti-itcrn groupings are formed only by iterns that can be connected 
by uninterrupted paths proportional to itern width. In clurnpecl scenes the spatial segregation 
of rnulti-itcrn target-color groups is hindered because it iR less likcdy that there exists an 
unobstructed path between target colored items. In spread-out scenes, there is a higher 
probability of clear paths and segregation iR easier (Figure 21 ). 'l'his observation is capable 
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of explaining data of Cohen and Ivry (1991) showing that conjunctive searches are faster m 
spread-out scenes. 
FIGURE 21 
Cohen and Ivry (HJ91, Experirnent :l) found tlmt in ;,cene;, in which conjunctive iterno 
are clurnped together, ;,earch i;; slow and appears to proceed by ;,erial processing, while in 
spread-out ;,cenes search is much faster. T'he stimuli were pre;;ented on a MultiSync SD 
color monitor using yellow and blue X sand Os. The iV~rns were displayed on two irnaginary 
circles approximately 2.8 and 4.17 degrees frorn the ;,creen center. The character height of .46 
degrees was used to recover item radiu;;. In the clumped condition, items were organized into 
groups separated by approxirnately .69 degrees. In the spread-out condition, two adjacent 
letter;; were at least l.:l7 degree;, apart. In order to reduce grouping effects, the authors 
restricted the runs of identical colors or letters a.Iong either circle to be :lor less. 
TABLE 2 
Cohen and Ivry (19~J1) reported target-present slopes of 11\.2 rnsec/itern and 5.2 
m;;ec/itern, respectively, for the clumped and spread-out conditions. Thi;; results in a 
dump/spread-out slope ratio of :3.5. Since the author:> made no attempt to lower the CHT 
c:olor contrasts in the scene, the experiment was considered high-contrast and all the spa-
tially allowable groupings were permitted in our :>irnulation of their data. ( C = 0%). Dc;;pitc 
the constraint on color runs, item grouping:> within and between the c:irele;; often occurred 
with P = 1.0. When P was increa;;cd to 1.5, the ratio between the clumped and spread-out 
slopes became :3.2. 'I'he sirnulation data used to check this slope ratio are reported in Table 
2. Again all N values were the result of averaging over 50 trials. i\s in the simulation of the 
Wolfe cl al. ( 19il9) data, H. was set equal to 470 rnsee and (S + M) was set equa.l to 70 msec. 
Figure :2:2 shows the close rnatch between simulation and experimental data. 
FIGUH..E 22 
Increasing P beyond 1.fl altered N for the scene;; used by Wolfe ct al. ( 1989). Pararneter:> 
P and Care not, however, brittle pararneters, since variations about their be;;t values re;;ults 
in performance that degrades gradually and fall;; within the range of ;;ea.reh slopes ;;een across 
different oubjec:ts. 'T'o illustrate this property, eonsider the lirniting eon clition;; as both P and 
C arc increased. Grouping tends to di;;appear and N approaches the nurnber of iterns. 'J'be 
re;;ult is serial search anwng iterns as initally reported by Treisman and Gelade (1980). If P 
a.ncl Can~ rc'<luced, grouping increasf~s and N a.pproache;; 1 for all nmnlwrs of items. At this 
lirnit, the search slopf~S are flat. 
10. Sirnulation of Multi-target and Single-target Conjunctive Search 
Minirnal response tirne in conjunctiw~ ;;earcbes of scenes with two targets is faster than 
of scene;; with one target. MordkofT, Yantis and Egetb ( 1990, Experiment :l) reported result;; 
for six-itern scene;;. 'I'hey used scenes viewed at a distance of 45 ern in which all item;; were 
located on a circle of radius 1.5 em. !terns were 1.1 em tall and .7 ern wide. Each ;;cene 
contained two Xs, Os and two Is, two colored red, two green and two blue. Their rc;;ult is 
significant becau;;e it violates the prediction of any rnodel which hypothesizes a serial search 
among iterno. 
This conc:lusion follows by considering the following serial search scenario. The observer 
is confronted with G iterns and chooses one fronr the scene by some rneans; e.g., randomly 
arnong all itern;;, according to target likelihood computed using evidence from all feature 
dimensions. 'I'his operation can he accornplished no faster than some tirne l. In a double 
target scene, this fastest search time l would be rnore likely even if the rnean;, of itern choice 
is random selection. However, the duration l would not be expected to va.ry as a function 
of the nurnber of targets in the scene. Thus, the Morclkoff cl al. (1990) data violates ;;erial 
itern search rnodcls. 
These data. ean, however, be explained by a. model t,ha.t is based on segmentation <11ld 
search arnong rnulti-itern groupings. In scenes containing few itcrn», separation of a target-
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color multi-item grouping that contains one target would in elude a relatively high targct-to-
di~trac:tor featnre ratio. In multi-target scenes, the target-to-distrac:tor feature ratio within 
the rnulti-itern grouping would be even higher (Figure 2:3). Within a real-time neural theory 
of object recognition such as Adaptive Resonance Theory (AFtT), match time is faster when 
the input ineludes more evidence for target presence. See Grossberg and Stone (1986) for 
an analysis of data from lexical decision experirnent~ where thi~ i~ also true. Future research 
may help co1npan.1 the predictions of thi~ approach to multi-target tasks with those of hybrid 
race and cmv:tivation models (Mordkofi and Yantis, 199:3). 
FIGURE 2:3 
The match duration M can thus depend on the experimental display. For ~egmentations 
of few itern~ which inelude the target, suppose that M is a decreasing function of the evidence 
for target pre~ence within a rnulti--item grouping. In particular, M results from a lirnited 
capacity parallel pl"CJcess that selectively arnplifie:; ~cenic data which match a prime while 
suppressing data that rni~rnatch the prirne. Such a rnatching procc~s i~ an emergent property 
of suitably clefinecl cornpctitive neural networks (Carpenter and Cro~sberg, 1991; Cro~sberg, 
1980; Gro;,~berg and Stone, J98G). Given systern noise, the rnatch time for a grouping of one 
target and one clistrac:tor has a rne<tn of shorter duration than for a grouping of two targets. 
The Morclkoff cl al. ( l 990) data are given a;, curnulative probability cli~tribution func-
tions. In order to rnodcl thc~e data, it i~ ncccs;,ary to rnodel RT as the result of a noi:;y 
or probabilistic ~ystern. HT even for identical ~cenes can be represented as a Gau~~ian 
distribution centered on sorne n1ost likely rnean. If we can show that the mean M for target-
to-distractor ratio of 1:1 i~ 20 rnsec longer than the mean M for a target-to-di~tractor ratio 
of 2:0, then the data can be rnodeled. · 
In thi~ sirnulation, P rcnmined at 1.5 and it was assurncJ<I that the scenes were high-
contrast, so all opatially a.llowable grouping~ were pennitted ( C = 0%). The time constant 
H clearly had to be cha.nged since~ our prcviouo choice of R ( 470 msec) exceeded the search 
times for these scenes. A po~:>ible justification for reducing R from the value used to model 
tlw Wolfc1 cl al. (J9R9) and tlw Colleen and Ivry (1991) data io that the MordkofT ci a.l 
( J 990) scene size was relatively small and the itern;, were relatively large, thereby facilitating 
activation of t,lw rctinotopie feature~ arrays. 'l'he Ga.u;,~ia.n distribution~ for the functions 
offset hy Hare given in Fip;ure 21. T'hey were integrated to derive the cumulative distribution 
functions ur:ed to gem~rate t,lw cmvc~~ in Figmc 2!\. 
FIGURE 24 
It ~hould be noted that the same effect could be the rer:ult of shorter r:egnwntation tirne 
in double target ;,cene~. While this por:sibility cannot lw ruled out, variable recognition tirne 
a~ a function of evidence seernr: rnore likely at this tirne. These~ data do not ~erve to further 
con~train S or M or c1ven their r:um. 'fo fix idna~, one penni~sablc alottrnent of parameter 
values tha.t will be further rnotiva.ted in t,lw next section is: H = :300 nJStJc for this scene, S 
= 40 rnsec for a.! I the scenes, M( I: J) = 40 msec, M(2:0) = 20 msec, and M = :10 msec for 
low targct-to-di~tractor ratio r:egnwntations that. arc recursively investigated. 
FIGURE 2fi 
11. Simulation of Feature Additivity Effects 
Trcisrnan and Sato ( 1990) found a ~trong correlation between ease of ;,ingle feature 
segregation and conjunctive r:ea.rch, t.herc1hy suggesting a role for rnulti-itern grouping in 
search. However, they treated grouping as a ~pecia.l case or strategy and did not specify 
how segregation 1night be quantified and integrated into their theory. In~tcmd, they focused 
on the featme inhibition hypothe~is becau~e of a piece of evidence that they took to argue 
against 1nulti-itcrn grouping and for :>irnultancous proces~ing of multiple feat mer:. 
Thir: evidence is rderred to a~ the additivity of' features effect.. A cornparison of conjunc-
tive ~earch slopes indicate;, that each f'eatme 1naker: additive a.nd independent contributions 
to ~lopes. As a. result, the difference between a color-orientation target ~earch slope and 
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a rnotion-orientation slope is the ;;arne as the clilferenc:e between a color-oize ;;lope and a 
rnotion-;;ize ;;lope. Thi;; re;;ult only argue;; against rnulti-itern grouping, however, if it is as-
sumed that each candidate grouping is evaluated on the basis of a single feature. If ;;earch 
proceeded by separation of a group of itc~rns from the scene that shares one feature, and 
then separation of an item from that multi-item group is based on the other target featnre, 
additivity wendel be expnc:ted. · 
'fhe additivity of feature effects observed by 'freisrnan and Sato ( J 990) can be simulated 
by the SOS model if pararneter S is made into a function of feature dimension. In fact, 
their data constrains the relative values of the sum (S + M) for various combinations of 
feat me dirnensions. It is not clear from the data whether S or M is a function of the feature 
dimension. In order to fit the data, either S or M could have been made a function of 
feature dimension. If M were rnacle a function of featnre dimension, however, changes in 
the pararneter choices for the Morclkoff cl a.l. (1990) sirnulat.ion would have to be made. 
Our simulations accordingly used the following S(feature) values. The average of S( color) 
and .'!(orientation) was chosen to be :)8 msec to make this sirnulation consistent with the 
previous sirnulations. In addition, S(color) = 10 msec, S(orientation) = GG rnsec, S(rnotion) 
= 10 rnsec, and S(size) = 6 msec. 
Parameter R was not relevant to this experirnent since only slopes are compared. The 
previously defined values of match tirne J\11 = :lO msec: were used. The values of average N 
given in Table :l were generated for sc:ene;o with a ;ocene size of 11.0 degrees square, an item 
size of .8 degrees square, and an interrnediate level of feature saliency ( C = 50%). As in 
Tables .I and 2, 50 trials were averaged for each nunrber of items. The scene, item size, and 
saliency settings are c.ornpatiblc~ with the expcrirnent described by 'fn~isrnan and Sato (1990 
Experiment 2). 
TABLE :l 
Table 4 corn pares the rnean search rat.r~s (the' avemge of 2 times the target. present 
slope and the target ab,;ent slope) for c:onjundive targets obtained by Treisrnan and Sato 
(1990) and those predicted by the model. As shown, the rnodel is an excellent predictor of 
the additivity of feature effects. 'fhis is a significant result considering that Treisma.n and 
Sato (l9DO) argued against what they called the "segregation hypothe;;is" on the basis of 
the additivity of fea.tmns effect.. Ikca.nse of t.he potentia.! for recmsivr~ search in different. 
dimensions in our theory, reaction t.irnes can show tbe effects of rnore than one dirnension, 
despite initial gronping on a single dirnension. 
TABLE 4 
The additivity of fca.tmc0 effects ca.n thns be expla.ined by a model which operates by 
grouping nrultiple itcrns that are distingui;;hed hy a single target feature, such as color, or 
more generally a single rnultiplcxcd feature combination, such as color-depth, on an FCS 
surface repre,;entation. The dat.a that. Tn:isrnan and Sato ( 1990) were forced to treat a.s 
0pecial cases can thereby be c>,xplained in a unilied w<ty. 'J'he rnodel sirnilarly handles the 
data of Egeth, Virzi, and Ga.rbart ( 1981), who found that search tirnes for conjunctive targets 
wherein three iterns share target color are the same regardless of the nurnber of clistractors, 
as well as the T'riesman and Sato ( 1990) finding that ease of segregation by a single feature 
dirnension and search tinws wen' well correlated. 
12. Triple Conjunctive Search 
Wolfe, Cave, and Fran"c~l (I 989) reported search data for triple conjunctive target;; which 
shared only one feature with each distractor. 'flw slopes for si"e-color-orientation triple 
conjunctive searches were 20% of the ,;lopes for color-orientation simple conjunctive searches. 
These dat.a on the relative ease of triplr~ conjunctive searches rna.y, a.t. first. gla.ncc, secrn to 
challenge tlw hypothesis that sca.rc:b is organized by itcrn grouping,; that arc di;;tingui;;hed 
by a single target feature. However, even in well controlled experirnents, such a search would 
predict faster triple conjunctive search for several reasons. First, the use of three versus 
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two feature dimen:oion:o inc:rea:oe:,; the likelihood that items can be grouped ba:oed on a :,;ingle 
feature dimen:oion. Provided that a.ny feature dimension could be u:oed for initial grouping 
a.nd tba.t the spatial distribution of features is not. controlled, the odd:,; that :,;patially grouping 
of certain features occurs is higher in triple conjunctive scenes than in conjunctive scenes. 
Second, the requirement that the targr't shares only one feature with any distractor mean:,; 
that in any display, at lea:ot one target featme rnust be present in less than half the items. 
Fewer item:,; :,;baring one of the target Features tend:,; to decrease the nurnber of groupings in 
t.bat feature eli rnen:oion. 
'fbese factors enable the present model to account for the Wolfe rt a.l. (19il9) data. 
As Table 4 shows, Size-Color search slopes arc less than half a.s steep as Color-Orientation 
search slope:,;. Since the triple conjunctive targets :,;hare only one feature, they could be found 
by :oimple Size-Color searches. Also, as discussed, the one shared feature restriction means 
t.hat in any scene with an equitable feature distribution, each target feature will be present. 
in only about one third of the items. For exarnple in a 16 itern target pre:oent scene, the 
rnost equitable distribution of tarw't featmm a.rnong di:otractors yields a scene with 6 iterns 
sharing each target feature. 'flnrB, on average each target feature would be pwsent in only 
two thirds as many iterns as in a sirnple conjunctive search. Therefore, sirnply accounting 
for differences in search difliculty and the fad that the model need at most investigate all 
the itcrns or itcrn groupings defined by a single feature, the triple conjunctive slopes would 
be expected to be one third as steep as the sirnple conjunctive slopes. 
Also, the visual systern rnay not handle size independently of other feature0. Considerable 
evidence rmggests that the visual cortex forms rnultiplc boundary segmentations, each corrc'-
sponding to a different range of relative depth:,; from the ob:oerver (Grossberg, 199:l). These 
segnwnta.tions rr,ali2r' a si2e-disparity correlation that tends to, at least partially, enable dif-
ferent segrnentations to preferentially procc,ss different sizes. This boundary selectivity is 
passed along to rnultiple smface representations, whose filling-in of surFace brightness, color, 
depth, and form i:o organi2cd hy tlw corrc,sponding boundary segmentation. For this reason, 
it.en1s of clif!'c,rcnt. si2c rnay be autorna.tically separated into different boundary segrnentations, 
and thus onto different ;;mface rqJn,sentations ea.ch of which irnplicitly represent. a size-color 
conjunction. This type of :oepa.ration, which is tied to data. about. the neural representations 
of visual percepts, provides a.n alternative to the unlikely possibility that a separate feature 
nmp encodes si2c, and indeed every sean:ha.blc feature, indepcnclent.ly of all other features. 
Triple conjunctive search da.t.a i:; perhaps the strongc:ot evidence for itern ;;election ba;;ecl 
on t:l)() cornbination of evidence frorn rnultiple fcatural dirnensions. \~le hypothesize that 
:ouch dirncn0ion0 are the ones that are rnultiplexcd on separate boundary and surface repre-
sentation;;. In particular, spatially r:oincidenl discontinuities in rnultiple featural dirnen;;ions 
could yield rnorc salient. boundary ;;cgrnentations. In this case, shorter segrnentation and 
selection times for targets distingui:ohcd hy two features would be expected. In fact, addi-
tive ;;egmentation efi'ects are indicated by recent work done by H.ivest and Cavanagh (1991). 
'fhey found that spatially coincident boundaries in multiple featural dimensions cooperated 
to define ;;tronger and :,;harper contours than those defined by a Bingle featuml clirnension. 
In a triple conjunctive search, two features rnay cornbine to speed object segmentation be-
cause these featural dimensions represent the sarnc boundary or surface. In natural scene:,; 
in which cnvironrnentaJ objects arc typically distinguished frorn their backgrounds based 
on scveml features, this facilitation effect. would be advantageous without threatening the 
veridical perception of t.lw objects. 
1:~. Conclusion 
Much of the psychophy;;icaJ data about search can be explained a.nd quantitatively sirn-
t.dated u;;ing a neural theory that wgge:ot:o how :,;patial maps in the parietal cortex and 
object recognition categories in the inferotemporaJ cortex interact attentively with other 
brain regions to search repre:oentations in the visual cortex. 'I'lwse visual representations arc 
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parsed into nmltiple boundary segmentations and surface filling-in domains that enable the 
organization of groupings that rnay contain multiple items. 
Previously, neural network rnodels have been developed to analyse how the functional 
orga.ni2ation of each of these brain regions rnay give rise to ernergent properties that match 
properties of behavioral data. These include rnodels of :3-D boundary segrnentation and sur-
face representation by striatr' and extrastriate visual cortex (Grossberg, 1987b, 199:3; Gross-
berg and Mingolla, 1985, 1987, 199:3; Grossbmg and Rudel, 1992; Grossberg and T'odorovit., 
1988); models ~Jf attentive category learning, priming,, search, and recognition. by inferstern-
poraJ cortex, lnppocampal lormat10n, and pulvmar ] Carpenter and Grossberg, 199:3; (,ross-
berg, 1987c); models of attentive spatial locaJi2ation and orientation by parietal cortex and 
its projections (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Le;;her, 1992; Greve, Grossberg, Guenther, and 
Bullock, 199:3; Grossberg, Guenther, Bullock, and Greve, 199:3; Grossberg a.ncl Kupcrstein, 
1989); and models of temporal storage <Uld recall of sequences of event;;, such as targets, in 
working mernory by frontal cortex (Boardman and Bullock, 1991; Bracl;;ki, Carpenter, and 
Grossberg, 1992). Unlike artificial neural network models like back propagation, these bio-
logical neural networks incorporate neurobiologically plausible rnechanisrns <\.ncl are capable 
of acting autonomously in real tirne. 
Although it i;; not yet possible to ;;ynthesize all of these neural rnodel;; into a unified neural 
architecture that is capable of ;;earching a scene, we have here presented a search aJgorithrn 
that incorporates many properties of the;;e neural rnodels. U:oing a fixed set of parameters, 
this algorithrn has been u;;ecl to quantitatively sirnulate rnany fundarnental ;;earcb data. The 
algorithrnic SOS model also rnakes te;,tab](, predictions that are currently under empirical 
inveotigation. 'J'hus, whereas all the neural rnechani;;m;, of the;;e cortical regions are not yet 
known, the pn)S()nt rnodcl provides new con;;traints upon bow they need to work together to 
('xpla.in propertic;; of vi;;uaJ search. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Search ~ceneo. (a.) The ta.rget (black X) io diotingui;;hable by a single feature (the 
form X). Response tirne is fast and does not vary with the nun1ber of distractor items. (b) 
'fhc target is distinguishable only by the conjunction of two features (the forrn X and the 
color black). 
Figure 2. While search itcrns can be arbitrarily defined, camouflaged and partially occluded 
environrnent<tl objects autom<ttic:ally yield multi-item perceptu<tl segrnentations. 
Figure 3. lllustration of search by recursive grouping. (a) Initially a region of target color 
that includes many iterns is separated as a candidate region for target presence. (b) Next, 
this region is searched for target form. 'fhus, fast seaxch tirnes C<Ul be achieved without 
parallel processing of feature conjunctions. 
Figure 4. Thin lines stand for red a.ncl thick for green; the target is a. green line sloping down 
frorn left to right. In separate trials, Treisrnan and Sato (1990) asked oubjects to determine 
rnatch or rniornatch of the shape defined by, for example, green items in (a) with a luminance 
defined shape ;;ueb a:; the L of (b). Subjects matched global shapes with errors of 6% or 
less. They found a strong correlation (.92) between ease of segregation and global matching 
and the ;;peed of conjunctive search, and c:onc:luded that some shared factor determine:,; 
the ease of segregation and conjunctive search. Frorrr "Conjunction search revisited." by 
A. Treisrna.n and S. Sato, 1990, Jounlill of Experimenial Psychology: Human Percepiion 
il.JJcl Performance, 16, p. 46:3. Copyright 1990 by the American Psychological A:;sociation. 
Adapted by penniosion. 
Figure 5. Organizing item;; into coherent oha.pes (eg., a. ring) speeds search. Finding an 
inverted Tin scenes such as (a) is faoter than in scenes ouch a;; (b), with equal numbers of 
it<,rns. From "Grouping proc<,soes in visual search: Effects with single and cornbined feature 
targets" by C.W. llurnphreys, P.T. Quinlan, and M .. J. Riddoch, !989, .Jouma.l of Expcri-
weniall'sycholofly: General, 118, p. 261. Copyright 191\9 hy Uw Arnerican Psychological 
Association. Adapted by penni;;sion. 
Figure 6. Parallel searches can occur for fca.tureo defined by rnulti-itern segmentations 
(i.e. diagonally oriented regions of vertical line segments). Bravo and Blake (1990) argued 
that perceptual grouping;;, not local fea.tureo, are the unit;; of prea.ttentive vioion. Frorn 
"Prea.ttentive vision a.nd perceptual groups." by M. Bravo a.nd H .. Blake, 1990, PerccpUon, 
19, p. 517, Pion Lirnited, London. Adapted by perrniosion. 
Figure 7. 'I'he perception of scene-ba.oed properties like direction-of-lighting or surface eolor 
can guide se;U'ch. 1n (a.) the cuh<' whose darkest face is on top "pops out", though the control 
in (b) does not.. Search is efficient whcm item;; (polygon;;) can be organized in to rnulti-itern 
objects of a lighted scene. From "Influence of scene-baoed properties on vioual search" by 
.J.'r. Enns and R.A. Rensink, 1990, 8cicncc, 247, p. 722. Copyright 1990 by the AAAS. 
Adapted by permission. 
Figure 8. Surface organization afiects search ;;peed. The forward white L io found more 
readily in (a) than in (b), where forward and backward Ls look like occhrded squares. Fronr 
"Surface feature;; in vioual search" by Z . .J. He and I<. Nakayama., 1992, N!Liure, 359, p. 2:31. 
Copyright 1992 Macrnillan Magazines Lirnitecl. Adapted by perrnissiorr. 
Figure 9. The fastest search times for sparse scerws containing two targ<,ts (e.g. hold X) 
in (a) are faoter than for scene;; with a single target, a;; in (b), violating any model postulat-
ing a ;;erial oea.rch arnong items. This ouggests that rnulti-itern grouping controls recursive 
search. From "Dividing attention between color and shape: Evidence of coactivation" by 
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.J.T. Mordkofi and S. Yantis, 199:3, Perception ancl Psyclwphysics, 53(4), :361. Adapted by 
perrnission of the Psychonornic Society, Inc. 
Figure 10. Schematic diagram of a.natornical connections and neuronal scledivities of 
early visual areas in the macaque monkey. LGN = lateral geniculate nucleus (parvocellular 
and magnocellular divisions). Divisions of VI and \12: blob = cytochrome oxidaBe blob 
regions; interblob = cytochrorrw oxidase-poor regions surrounding the blobs; 4B = lamina 
4B; thin= thin (narrow) cytochrome oxidase strips; interstripc =cytochrome oxidase ;;trips; 
\1:3 = visual area :3; \14 = visual area(s) 4; MT = rniddle temporal area. Areas \12, V:J, 
\14, MT ha.ve c:onnec.tions to other a.reas not explicitly represented here. Area V:l may 
also receive projections frorn \12 interstripes or thin stripes. Heavy line;; indicate robust 
prirnary connections, and thin line;; indicate weaker, more variable connections. Dotted 
lines represent observed connections that require additional verification. Icons: rainbow 
= tuned and/or opponent wavelength selectivity (incidence at least 40%); angle syrnbol = 
orientation selectivity (incidence at least 20%); spectacles = binocular disparity selectivity 
and/or strong binocular interactions (\12) (incidence at least 20%); pointing band= direction 
of rnotion selec:tivity (incidence at least. :20%). [Adapted with perrnission from DeYoe and 
van Es;;en (19SS) .] 
Figure 11. 'I'bc reciproca.l interactions of the Object Recognition Systcrn (ORS) with 
Boundary Contour Systern (BCS) and Feature Contour System' (FCS) arc supplemented 
by mciproca.l interactions with an attentive Spatial Map. 'I'Iwse object-based and spatial-
based interactions are used to coordinate attentive object recognition, spatial orientation, 
ami visual search. Expressed somewhat. more technically, the Static: BCS and FCS (that 
rnodels aspects of the parvocellular cortical processing st.rearns) interact reciprocally with 
the 0 RS (that rnodels aspects of inferotcrnporal cortex) for purpose;; of attentive visual object 
recognition. 'T'be F'C:S and a Motion FlCS (that models aspects of the magnoccllular cortical 
processing strcarn) interact reciprocally with a Multiplexed Spatial Map (that models aspl)cts 
of parietal cortex) for purposes of attentive spatial localization and orientation. Both systcrns 
interact together to define spatially invariant OH.S rccognitioncategories and to control visual 
search. See text for details. [H.cprinted with pl:rrnission frorn Grossberg, S. ( 199:3). :3-D vision 
and figure-ground separation by vi;;ua.l cortex. Perception all(! Psychophysics, in press.] 
Figure 12. A visual search architecture. Tlw scene is analysed in parallel through the retino-
topic registration of boundary segrncntations and surface slabs. Candidate target regions arc 
separated for n~cognition by the interaction of spatial grouping and object recognition pro· 
ccsses. Sec text for dcta.il;;. 
Figure 13. (a) The equations for the lines connecting all the items sharing target color 
arc cornputed and stored. (b) If a distractor it.l~m of non-target color is within a path of 
a.pproxirna.tely itr~rn width tha.t c.onncc.ts two ta.rget color items, thc)n tha.t mnnection is 
disallowed and the grouping line is mmoved. 
Figure 14. Step 1: The scene i;; analyzed through the retinotopic registration of boundary 
scgrnenta.tions and surfaCl) slabs. 
Figure 15. Step 2: The scene is segrnented on the ba.sis of a single feature dirncnsion 
through processes of grouping and segregation. 
Figure 16. Step :3: A single candidate region is chosen across all feature maps for parallel 
conjunctive recognition. 
Figure 17. Step 4: The features within the candidate region are mmpared to the target 
representation via a lirnited capacity parallel process. 
25 
Figure 18. Step 4a: If distractor features within the candidate region are too numerous to 
allow unarnbiguous deterrnination of target presence then the region is recursively segmented 
on the basis of the other target feature. 
Figure 19. Increasing stimulus saliency yields faster conjunctive seMch. (a) Data of Wolfe, 
Cave, and Fran~el (1989) reprinted with perrnission. (b) Model simulation. 
Figure 20. (a) Segrncntation of a candidate region defined by a single target color yields 
a. multi-half-item grouping that cannot be recursively se<u·c:hed for the other target color, 
thereby expla.ining steep search slopes. (b) Segmentation of a candidate region defined by 
a single target color yields a. rnulti-item grouping that can be recursively searched, thereby 
explaining shallow search slopes. 
Figure 21. (a) In clurnped scene0, the spatial grouping of iterns i0 difficult and the scene 
is segrncntcd into rna.ny candidate regions. (b) In spread-out 0cencs, spatial grouping is 
facilita.tcd and the scene can be segmented into very few candidate regions. 
Figure 22. Spreading out items yields faster conjunctive search. (a) Data of Cohen and 
Ivry (19~Jl) reprinted with permission. (b) Model sirnulation. 
Figure 23. (a) A singk target scene yields a multi-item candidate region including one 
target a.nd one distractor. This region includes some fea.tura.l evidence for target presence 
and some contradictory evidence. (b) A double target scene yields a rnuHi-target candidate 
region in which evidence for target presence is doubly reinforced. 
Figure 24. Gaussian distribution0 for rnatch tin1r~ M with one target and one distractor in 
\.IH'. grouping a.re grea.tc'r tha.n those. with two targets in the grouping. 
Figure 25. The probability functions shown in Figure 2G can be integrated to fit tbe 




Table 1 This table shows the number of candidate groupings (N) found for the scenes of 
Wolfe cf al. (1989) with P between 1 and 1.5, C(low-contrast) ;;et equal to 70%, and only 
:30% of the ;;patially allowable groupings were pcrrnitted; and C(high-contra;;t) set equal to 
0%, and all spatially allowable groupings were perrnitt.ecl. A cornparision of N values for the 
low-contrast and the high-contrast cases show a. relative slope ratio of approximately 1.66 as 
in the experirnenta.l data plotted in Figure 19. 
Table 2. 'fhis table shows the number of candidate groupings (N) found for the scenes 
of Cohen and lvry (1991) with P oct equal to 1.5, C(high-c:ontrast) ;;et equal to 0%, and 
all spatially allowable groupings permitted. A cornpari;;ion of N value;; for the low-contra.;;t 
and the high-contrast cases shows a. relative slope ratio of approximately :3.2, as in the 
experimental data plotted in Figure 22. 
Table 3. The nurnber of candidate regions (N) for the 'freisrnan a.nd Sato ( 1990) experirnent 
is given as a function of the nurnber of iVnns. For these N va.lueo and the segmentation values 
S(featme) given in the text, the a.clditivity of features effects io rnodeled (see Table 4). 
Table 4. A cornpa.rioion of the experirnental cla.ta of Treisrna.n and Sa.to ( 1990) on the 
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STEP 2,3: Spatial grouping 
and selection 
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STEP 1: Retinotopic feature/property coding 
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RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) RESPONSE TIME (MSEC) 
Figure. 25 
Number of items 
4 8 12 16 24 
High 
. contrast 1.14 1.26 2.14 2.74 4.66 
N 
Low 
contrast 1.14 1.95 2.6 3.36 5.8 
Table 1 
Number of items 
4 8 12 16 24 
.Spread 1.6 1.08 1.58 1.94 2.6 
N 
Clumped 1.16 2.9 3.7 5.0 7.7 
Table 2 
Number of items 
4 9 16 
N 1 2.2 4.5 
Table 3 
FEATURE Color Size Motion 
RT/# items RT/# items RT/# items 
Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted 
Size 14.4 14.1 
~\/lotion 21.7 22.5 21.4 20.6 
Orientation 29.5 29.0 27.5 28.0 36.4 36.5 
RT/# items in (msec) 
Tn hle !; 
